
3 important steps to take to set up for account for lead generation
3 important steps to define your TikTok Strategy
How to navigate the app to find your ideal clients and build
relationships
Strategies for engagement with your followers
& more!

We cover a LOT of ground in this presentation, and there aren't any
slides, so plan to take many notes as you go through. 
 
Michelle covers:
 

 
 
We have compiled a few key elements of the content strategy training
into this handy cheat sheet for you to reference
 
If you would like to join Michelle's TikTok Facebook Group, you can do
so right here. 
 
If you are not already in the PR Couture group Pitch, Please! please
come join us.

LOOKING FORWARD TO YOUR LOOPS

Crosby Noricks, Founder PR Couture
Michelle Wintersteen, Founder MKWCreative, Kiss My Loops
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Audit existing content that can be repurposed for TikTok - remember
that all video will be vertical, so you may have to crop or create
graphics that work within the 9:16 ratio

Establish content buckets (consider them like segments) to help guide
your daily and weekly content production - examples: PR Strategy in
60 seconds, IG Feed Transformations, Quick Case Study

Review which type of video makes sense (Voiceover video, Tutorial,
Face to Camera. Time-Lapse) 

Keep videos short and don't try to accomplish too much in any single
video loop (create a META idea, and then do one individual tip in each
video -  example: 10 things you need to have ready before you hire a
publicist would be 10 individual videosa

Video tips: Put visuals or any text toward the top of your video area
(avoid right fifth, bottom third), Give yourself a margin around your
head if doing face to camera

Consider "what does my brand sound like?" and use the app to choose
music to accompany your content. Use songs that are charting for
extra views -click “trending sounds” 

Aim for 80% content that directly supports your expertise and 20% for
hopping into TikTok trends, experimentation, etc

Post 6 different types of content and wait a week and look to see which
types of content perform the best

Once you've tested, shoot for publishing new content 3-5 times a day

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR TIKTOK CONTENT STRATEGY
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